Associate Dean for Public Services
013970 EHRA
Kathryn Crowe

Head, Harold Schiffman Music Library
001942 EHRA
Sarah Dorsey

University Library Technician
Digital Media Specialist
003259 SHRA
Kristel Alaina Jones

University Library Technician
Evening and Weekend Manager
003226 SHRA
Evan O’Neal
Assistant Dean for Collection Management and Technical Services
003146 EHRA
Elizabeth Bernhardt

Head, Technical Services
003217 EHRA
Christine Fischer

Coordinator of Metadata Services
003160 EHRA
Anna Craft

Special Collections/Chief Monographic Cataloger
003150 EHRA
Paul Hessling

Electronic Resources Librarian
003188 EHRA
Katherine Hill

Administrative Support Specialist
003215 SHRA
Charrisse Jones

Cello Music Cataloger
003152 EHRA
William McDaniel Nelson

University Library Technician Acquisitions Specialist Technician
003230 SHRA
Anne Owens

University Library Technician
Acquisitions Specialist
Technician
003230 SHRA
Anne Owens

University Library Technician
Receiving and Invoice Technician
003213 SHRA
Michelle Courtney

University Library Tech.
Electronic Resources Cataloging Technician
013968 SHRA
Marcie Burton

University Library Tech.
Special Collections Cataloging and Digital Projects Technician
003233 SHRA
Callie Coward

University Library Tech.
Serials Technician
003221 SHRA
Norman Hines

University Library Tech.
Serials Technician
003223 SHRA
Darinlee Needham

University Library Tech.
Multiformats Cataloging Technician
003263 SHRA
Katherine Nunnally

Discovery Cataloger
999061 EHRA
Tiffany Henry

University Library Tech.
Music Cataloging Technician
003229 SHRA
Mary Katherine Amos

University Library Tech.
Processing Manager and Copy Cataloging Technician
003243 SHRA
Jennifer Ormsby

University Library Tech.
Serials Technician
003223 SHRA
Norman Hines

University Library Tech.
Serials Technician
003221 SHRA
Norman Hines

University Library Tech.
Serials Technician
003223 SHRA
Darinlee Needham
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Serials Technician
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University Library Tech.
Serials Technician
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University Library Tech.
Serials Technician
003223 SHRA
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University Library Tech.
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003223 SHRA
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